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Welcome
In April 2021 the fire and rescue services of Hampshire and Isle of
Wight combined to become one organisation, now responsible
for ensuring the safety of nearly two million residents and 2.5 million
visitors annually.
At this historic moment it is fitting
that a Community Safety Strategy
is published which outlines the
long-term plans and aspirations
of the service and its staff in
preventing incidents happening,
investigating the cause of fires, and
making the built environment safer.
We in Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Fire and Rescue Service (HIWFRS)
take our role in working with our
partners seriously, so a Community
Safety Strategy, outlining how we
will do this is an important part

of sharing our vision of ‘together
making life safer.’
This document should be read
in conjunction with the HIWFRS
Safety Plan which supports our
Integrated Risk Management
Plan. Community Safety consists
of three core components –
Prevention, Protection (Delivery)
and Protection (Support). This
document sets out how these
delivery plans will be managed and
delivered together.

I would like to thank you for taking the time to read this document
which hopefully clearly sets out our strategy for being more
accountable and explicit in our future Community Safety delivery
plans. Finally, I would like to acknowledge with huge appreciation
the hard work, professionalism, and dedication by all the Community
Safety teams in bringing this strategy to life on a daily basis.
Area Manager Jason Avery
Assistant Director – Prevention & Protection
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Introduction
The risks in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight change as the people
in our communities grow and face new challenges.
It is important for us to understand
the way people live and how this
impacts our service so that we can
suitably adapt our approach to
ensure that we continue to make
life in Hampshire and the Isle of
Wight a safer place for all. Through
our Community Safety prevention
and protection work we seek to
prevent incidents occurring in
the first place, whether that’s by
providing free home fire safety
advice or protecting people in their
place of work through regulation
of the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order (FSO) 2005.
It is vital that we fully engage
with our communities so we
can understand their specific
requirements and tailor our service
delivery to meet their needs,
maintaining a person-centred
approach.

Through our enforcement of the
FSO, non-domestic premises are
safer than ever before, however
we avoid becoming complacent
about this as we recognise that
new challenges are constantly
emerging.
The recommendations from the
Grenfell Tower inquiry will lead
to changes in legislation and
the way buildings are designed,
constructed, and managed in the
future. We must therefore build
capacity and resilience into this
plan to enable HIWFRS to be
agile enough to respond quickly
to changing demands whilst
improving service delivery.

Through a decade of prevention work
the risk from primary fires occurring
has reduced by 32%.
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Our vision
Our vision in Community Safety is to
reduce harm from fire and other risks
by educating our communities, and to
make the built environment safe through
engineered solutions and effective
risk-based inspection programmes.

‘Together We
Make Life Safer’

CS Charter

Protection
(Delivery) Plan

Prevention
Plan

Community Safety Strategy

How we will do it
Hampshire & IOW
Safety Plan
Safer
Communities
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Protection
(Support) Plan

Our Values

This will be achieved through matching
our resources to risks, understanding
where vulnerability and risk exists in
our communities (by assessing person,
environmental and behavioural factors),
and maintaining a well-equipped workforce
with the right skills, values and beliefs to
deliver this vision in the most effective and
efficient way.

What we will do

Our
Performance
Fire Standards
Protection Prevention
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Culture and people
Prevention and Protection are frontline capabilities
that significantly reduce the risk of emergencies
occurring.
Our teams are therefore based and work within our
communities as representatives of HIWFRS and
ambassadors of their respective disciplines.
A Business Charter has been designed specifically
to underpin our service values and this explains the
standards of performance our teams will work to.
We have introduced our organisational values that
define the way we work and we have embedded these
in recruitment, induction and promotion processes.
We recognise that developing our teams is vital; especially
in meeting future demands; particularly in technical areas
such as regulation of the FSO and Fire Engineering.
We will build into everything we do opportunities to
provide space for colleagues to grow and develop
regardless of their role in Community Safety.
We believe everyone can make a difference and value
the diverse range of colleagues within the Community
Safety Team.
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Our priorities
In supporting the HIWFRS Safety Plan we will focus
on the following priorities which will help us to deliver
our vision:

> We help people to stay safe
in their own homes
> We work with our communities
to prevent fires
> We undertake inspections
of buildings based on risk
> High-rise buildings are a priority
> We focus on higher risk places
> We work with our partners
to deliver shared outcomes
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Prevention
As part of the delivery plan, we will:
• Adapt all prevention activities in line
with the National Fire Chiefs Council
(NFCC) Person Centred framework
• Continue to educate members of
our community about all elements of
fire safety and prevention through our
service communication channels in
accordance with our Community Safety
Communications Strategy
• Review, update & deliver schools
education initiatives
• Actively participate in the Island
Road Safety Forum
• Ensure that our safeguarding
responsibilities are met throughout
the organisation
• Review the delivery of Education
and Firewise programmes
• Continue to support and promote
the national Fire Cadet and Prince’s
Trust Team Programmes
• Develop the use of technology to
enable us to engage with children
and young people virtually
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• Launch the electronic form to assist
in completion of our Safe and Well Visits
• Review prevention activities in support
of accidental dwelling fires
• Create a ‘heat map’ of risk in communities
and use this to allocate targets for groups
and stations
• Review and continue to improve existing
working partnerships as well as forming new
ones; improving data sharing and research,
to build greater understanding of our
residential communities, and the factors
which influence vulnerability (person,
environmental and behavioural)
• Continue to increase our Safe and Well
referral numbers and visits completed by
station-based teams
• Complete a thorough training needs
analysis for Children and Young People,
staff and volunteers

SAFEGUARD
SUPPORT
DEVELOP
ADAPT
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Key
ENVIRONMENTAL
FACTORS
PERSON
FACTORS

Poor
Physical
Health

Disabilities

Cognitive
Impairments

Poor
Mental
Health

Elderly

The more risks the individual
presents the greater their
vulnerability to fire.

BEHAVIOURAL
FACTORS

Living Alone

Unsafe
Smoking

Hoarding

Unsafe
Cooking

Hoarding

Oxygen

Evidence of
previous fires
Risk factors identified
from the Hampshire and
Isle of Wight fire death
analysis.
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Absent
or non
functioning
smoke
detection

Reluctant
to engage
with
support
services

Drug / Alcohol
Misuse
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Protection (Delivery)
As part of the delivery plan, we will:
• React to any changes in legislation
amending policies and procedures,
informing the public where required

• Reduce demand on our resources
through unwanted fire signals and
lift incidents

• Implement the Business Charter
to underpin our Quality Assurance
(QA) processes and performance
management

• Continue to evolve QA systems to
improve the effectiveness of our
teams

• Develop the training and delivery
mechanisms for station-based teams
to deliver Protection within the built
environment
• Develop and embed the skills and
capabilities of station-based teams to
effectively signpost risk Post Incident
• Ensure safety event planning is
proportionate and effective

• Use the Community Safety calendar
to enable us to align education to the
business community supported by
regional and national campaigns
• Investigate and implement
technological advances in body worn
video cameras
• Have a clear structure for developing
and maintaining all our records of
training activity

• Establish workstreams to remedy
any actions from the Gap analysis
conducted on the Competency
Framework

REACT
ESTABLISH
EVOLVE
DEVELOP
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RISK BASED
INSPECTION TEAM (RBIT)

HIGH RISK RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS INSPECTION
TEAM (HRRBIT)

LOCALLY BASED
INSPECTION TEAM (LBIT)

EVENTS

The Risk Based Inspection Team (RBIT)
targets premises by prioritising buildings
most likely to experience a fire and those
likely to have fire safety issues.

Alongside the Competency Framework which
delivers professional standards for fire and
rescue services in inspecting Higher Risk
Premises (HRPs), HIWFRS will inspect Higher
Risk Residential Buildings. These premises
are identified as:

HIWFRS understands that premises present
a risk to the organisation and to those in
and around non-domestic premises due
to a multitude of factors. Operationally
significant premises can be considered
as those presenting issues for Protection,
Prevention or Response.

2020-2021 HIWFRS benchmarks are:

To do proactive work this team uses the
Experian Data set.
2020-2021 HIWFRS benchmarks are:
• Experian Data Set
HIWFRS use a data set from Experian,
it shows that certain types of
businesses and buildings are more
likely to experience fires, enabling
those not previously audited to be
prioritised.
• Alleged Fire Risks (AFR)
Complaints against fire safety
standards may be received from
members of the public, organisations,
companies, other authorities etc.
They may be received in person,
by email, letter or telephone and
may be anonymous, and will where
appropriate have an audit completed.

• Premises defined in legislation as
Higher Risk/High Rise Residential
Buildings
• Care homes of any height

2020-2021 HIWFRS benchmarks are:
•

Experian Data is used by HIWFRS
to target new premises not recently
audited. Where required, these
premises will need to be re-inspected.

•

Re-inspection of Very High and High

• Hospitals of any height
• Prisons of any height
• Specialised housing of any height

Significant Premises (adopting a risk
based approach).

•

Complete inspections of high-rise
buildings and monitor those requiring
re-inspection.

•

Inspect where required the

Working across the organisation and with
our partners, we will work to ensure the
safety of people travelling to and from
and, participating in events, as well as
during an emergency.

Risk premises.

2020-2021 HIWFRS benchmarks are:
•

Not all proposed events require the
completion of an Event Assessment Matrix.
Where required and professional judgement
indicates, the Event Assessment Matrix
should be completed and the appropriate
actions should be carried out.

•

Inspection of premises according to
locally based themes. These premises
present a risk by likelihood of a fire or
compliance through local knowledge.
This year’s theme will be factory/
industrial sites.

premises identified as care homes.
•
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Reduce the risks in the premises
identified as hospital buildings
through interactions and inspections
where necessary.
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Protection (Support)
As part of the delivery plan, we will:
• Reduce the number of nonsatisfactory consultation returns
• Actively seek the worst offenders
for late and incomplete consultations
• Develop the Fire Engineer
Apprenticeship scheme
• Review the role of the Embedded
Fire Safety Officer (EFSO)
• Ensure the Embedded Fire Inspector
will take on the existing work of the
previous Fire Safety Unit (FSU) and
triage the fire safety questions and
queries from members of the public
• Assist in delivering the agreed
practical outcomes of the Grenfell
Stage 1 report

• Review and develop procedures
on how HIWFRS fight fires in large
single storey warehouses
• Develop and launch the new
high-rise fire-fighting policy
and procedure
• Upskill our Level 1 Operational
Managers
• Expand the Fire-P programme
for restorative justice
• Review customer/partnership
satisfaction in the Primary
Authority Scheme
• Investigate new technology to
undertake virtual visits to our
partners businesses

UPSKILL
EXPAND
REVIEW
INVESTIGATE
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Performance
We pride ourselves on being a professional team, so performance is important to us.
The delivery of this strategy will depend
on how well we know the plans and the
way we will measure success. Using a
performance management framework,
we will be able to hold ourselves
accountable for how effectively we
are operating.
Our performance dashboards will provide
the ability for managers to track how well
their teams are performing against agreed
metrics and forecast how well they are
performing against annual targets.
Data is vital in helping us build a picture
of communities so, we will routinely
analyse information to make us better
informed on where our resources are
most efficiently focused in reducing risk.
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By using the Fire Protection and
Prevention Standards our performance
will be benchmarked against a nationally
recognised standard, leading to consistency
and transparency in how we deliver
services. Wherever possible, when
improvements are identified we will
change the way we operate.
We will harness new technologies, adopt
modern practices, and seek assurance that
our processes and procedures are the best
they can be. This evidence-based approach
to service delivery will be of particular
interest in our inspection by Her Majesties
Inspectorate for Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS) in the spring of 2022.
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Governance
How we perform in Community Safety is subject to the
same scrutiny by the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Fire
and Rescue Authority (HIWFRA) as any other function
within HIWFRS.
We will report on how well we meet our performance
standards and how effectively we are delivering this
strategy via the Executive Group who report into the
various committees within our governance framework.
The National Framework Document for England
(Section 4) holds the Chief Fire Officer to account for
the effective delivery of the fire and rescue authority’s
Integrated Risk Management Plan. This Community Safety
strategy supports this and coupled with robust financial
management ensures that due regard is paid to the
national framework.
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The bigger picture
The National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) is the governing body of the
fire and rescue sector in England and the devolved administrations.
NFCC represents the sector in local
and national structures, helping to
develop national policies and strategies.
Where appropriate we will deploy
our people to represent HIWFRS in
regional and national working groups
and committees in our commitment to
supporting and developing the sector.
Although our primary focus within the
NFCC is the Prevention Committee, for
obvious reasons the work of the Digital
and Data Programme and the Community
Risk Programme will influence our work

in the future. Our connection with the
Protection and Policy Reform Unit is
vital in enabling us to deliver the
Building Risk Review to make high
rise residential buildings safer.
Within the South East region, we
will continue to represent HIWFRS
in prevention and protection matters
in an active role, chairing committees
and taking the technical lead on relevant
subjects. In doing so we will support the
NFCC plans, priorities and objectives.

We will support the NFCC plans,
priorities, and objectives.
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Staying connected
(working with partners)
In addition to the duty to collaborate with blue light colleagues
and work with local authority partners in Hampshire, Southampton,
Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight, we also work closely with other
partners both within the fire and rescue sector and across other
areas such as health and wellbeing.
The value of working in
collaboration with other agencies
who also have a duty of care
to protect people can never
be underestimated, although
sometimes this is difficult to
evidence. However, we do know
that we have shared goals and
objectives which are mutually
beneficial in achieving the common
goal of making Hampshire and the
Isle of Wight a safer place to live,
work and travel. Some examples
are listed on the right.

Where the fire and rescue service
is not the statutory agent for
relevant legislation (Fire and
Rescue Services Act 2004, the
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety)
Order 2005, Fire and Rescue
National Framework for England),
we will work in partnership to
support our colleagues in partner
organisations to deliver their
priorities e.g., road and water
safety, safeguarding vulnerable
people and investigating the cause
of fires.

Internal
(Fire Sector)

External
(Health and
other partners)

NFCC Protection and
Policy Reform Unit

Mental Health
Partnership Board

South East Strategic
Prevention Group

PREVENT
Partnership Board

South East Protection and
Business Fire Safety Group

Hampshire Safeguarding
Adults Board

H&IOW Community
Safety Forum

Hampshire Health
& Wellbeing Board

Fire Standards

Supporting Families
Programme Strategic Board

Our goal is to make Hampshire and the
Isle of Wight a safer place to live, work
and travel.
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Future vision
This is an ambitious strategy to deliver
but it is absolutely achievable providing
good teamwork, strong leadership, hard
work and perseverance is demonstrated
by all. The three delivery plans outlined
above already look beyond 2021/22.
These will lay the foundations for future
improvements and transformation in
how HIWFRS will continue to make the
communities of Hampshire and the Isle
of Wight safer.
We hope the inspection by Her Majesties
Inspectorate for Fire and Rescue Services
in 2022 will aid us in understanding how
well this strategy is being implemented.
We welcome their feedback both on this
strategy and how well we are performing
against it and other measures such as the
Fire Protection and Prevention Standards.
If you would like any further information
on the work we do, please visit Keeping
safe (hantsfire.gov.uk).
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Contact Us
Hampshire and Isle of Wight
Fire and Rescue Service
Headquarters, Leigh Road
Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO50 9SJ
www.hantsfire.gov.uk
023 8064 4000

